This paper suggests a new encryption method based on using the form and the properties of an orthogonal Hadamard array called the Kharaghani array of order 8. In this method; the used encryption key, the plaintext and the ciphertext values should be integers less than 256 to be presented in the form of the 8-bit binary representation.
Introduction:
Securing sensitive data during its transmission is very important, using encryption is one way to achieve that. The paper suggests a new encryption method that is denoted by E1 for simplicity [1] . E1 is based on using one of the Hadamard arrays called the Kharaghani array of order 8.
The Hadamard Array H [h, k, λ] based on the indeterminates x1, x2, . . . , xk, with k ≤ h, is an h × h matrix with entries chosen from {±x1, ±x2, . . . ,±xk} in such a way that; in any row there are λ entries ±x1, λ entries ±x2,. . . , λ entries ±xk, and similarly for the columns regarding that the rows and columns are (formally) pairwise orthogonal, respectively [2] . 
The next section describes the E1 encryption method, then section 3 evaluates the suggested method. Finally; section 4 summarizes the conclusions.
New Suggested Encryption Method (E1) Based on Using the Kharaghani Array of Order 8:
The E1 method uses an encryption key that could be presented in the form of the 8-bit binary representation to form the Kharaghani array of order 8 that is defined in equation (1). Sections 2.1 and 2.2 describe the encryption and the decryption algorithms respectively, then section 2.3 presents the conditions of the used encryption key.
The Encryption Algorithm of the E1 Method:
The Encryption algorithm of the E1 method is defined as follows:
1-Let the plaintext P be the 1× 8 array whose sequenced elements are the 8-bits binary representation of the ASCII code of the covert character, so P = [p 7 p 6 p 5 p 4 p 3 p 2 p 1 p 0 ].
2-
The chosen encryption key e should be less than 256 to be able to convert to the 8-bit binary representation that would be denoted as [e 7 ,: : , e 1 ,e 0 ]. The conditions of selecting the value of e will be presented in section 2.3.
3-The 8 bits of the encryption key would be distributed in the form of the orthogonal Kharaghani array of order 8 which is presented as the X array in equation (1) where;
A = e 0 , B = e 1 , C = e 2 , D = e 3 , E = e 4 , F = e 5 , G = e 6 and H = e 7 .
So the resulting array X that would be used to encrypt the plaintext would be: 
( mod 2) 5-Optionally convert the ciphertext to its decimal according to the decided representation form.
The Decryption Algorithm of the E1 Method:
The decryption algorithm of the E1 method is defined as follows: 2-The 8 elements of the encryption key is used to construct the X -1 array which is the inverse of the Kharaghani array X by referring to equations (2), (3), (4) and (5) as follows:
I-Calculate the factor K using equations (3) 
II-Calculate X -1 by multiply both sides of equation (2) by X -1 as;
This means that; 3-The plaintext P could be obtained from multiplying both sides of equation (6) by X -1 , then calculating the modular of modulus 2 for each element of the resulted array to limit the values of the elements of the P array in 0 and 1 values. So;
Substitute by the value of X -1 from equation (8) in equation (9) to get the plaintext P:
While the elements of P are either 0 or 1 which return themselves when modulus 2 is calculated to them, then: P ≡ P (mod 2) (11.a) K must be odd as modulus 2 of an odd value returns 1. K must not be even as modulus 2 of an even value returns 0; the matter which prevents retrieving the plaintext in the deciphering process.
So for the odd values of K; K (mod 2) ≡ 1 (11.b)
Substituting from 11.a and 11.b in 10, then for odd values of k:
Conditions of the Used Encryption Key in the E1 Encryption Method:
The used encryption key e in the E1 method should be selected according to the following conditions:
1-The encryption key e should be less than 256 to be presented in the 8-bit binary form.
2-The number of 1s in the 8-bit binary representation of the used encryption key e in the E1 encryption method should be odd. Practical calculated sample shows that K (mod 2) = 0 when the number of 1s in the 8-bit binary representation of e is even which agrees with equation (7), and therefore the plaintext couldn't be retrieved back from equation (10).
3-The following notes restrict the chosen value of the encryption key within 2 ≤ e ≤ 253: (I) e ≠ 1 as it returns C = P.
(II) e ≠ 254 as for 1≤ P ≤ 255; it returns 127 values for which C = P, and 128 values for which C = 255 -P.
4-From the above points 2 and 3; the number of the available values of the encryption key for the E1 encryption method is 126.
Evaluation of the E1 Encryption Method:
The E1 encryption method has the advantage of using one key for the encryption and the decryption operations. While the elements of the 8-bits binary representation of the encryption key are the indeterminates of the Kharaghani Hadamard array X and the construction of X is easy, then the E1 encryption is quite easy to implement. The main disadvantage of the E1 method is having only 126 available values for the used encryption key.
Some general results from applying the E1 encryption method:
1-For the same value of e; -If P = a returns C = b, then C = a when P = b.
-If P = e, then C = 1. So; it's not recommended to use the E1 method to encrypt the plaintext when it equals e. -If P = 255, then C = 255.
2-For each value of e;
-There is an R set of the plaintext values where each P within the R set has C = P.
-There is an S set of the plaintext values where each P within the S set has C = 255 -P. 4-Each T set contains even number of keys act as complement pair(s) (i.e. if a key is located within certain T i set, then its complement is included also in the same T i set).
5-Each R set contains odd number of plaintexts which act as complement pairs beside 255, while each S set contains even number of plaintexts which act as complement pairs.
6-There are 14 T sets in which each set includes 8 keys; so that all the 8 keys within the same T set have 15 values in their R set and 16 values in their S set. 7-There are 7 T sets in which each set includes 2 keys only; so that the two keys within the same T set have 63 values in their R set and 64 values in their S set. The E1 encryption method could be used with an 8 × 8 plaintext array. In this case; the message is divided into 8-character blocks and the last 8-character block could be padded if it needs that. The 8 character block will be presented in the form of an 8 × 8 plaintext array in which the number of rows is the number of characters in the block, and the sequenced elements of a row are the sequenced elements of the 8-bit binary representation of the ASCII equivalent of the corresponding character. 
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Conclusions:
This paper suggests a new encryption method E1 that uses the Kharaghani array of order 8 which is an orthogonal Hadamard array H [8, 8, 1]. The encryption algorithm provides ciphertext results bounded by 255 as an upper limit to be able to present the results in the form of the 8-bit binary representation. The encryption key e should be located in the decimal range 2 ≤ e ≤ 253 and the number of 1s in its 8-bit binary representation should be odd. Therefore; the number of available values for the used encryption key in the E1 method is 126. The encryption algorithm of E1 is quite easy to implement because the construction of the Hadamard arrays is easy.
